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MOTOREX BARREL MUG

The front is in microfiber, the back is in
high quality synthetic leader. Ideal for cleaning
smooth and three-dimensional surfaces.
As long as stock lasts!

Ceramic mug in barrel form with removable
silicon bottom. Approx. 85 ×105 mm (without
handle). Availability: set of 8 mugs in card
board box. As long as stock lasts!
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Article no 451570

100 YEARS (8 pcs)

Article no 451505

Please order these articles exclusively through your importer.
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PAD A5
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Format A5, hard cover with embossed
logo, green elastic band with Lanybutton
in barrel form, pen holder and bookmark
in green, 192 pages with dot grid.
As long as stock lasts!
Article no 451565
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Dear customers and readers
“Only those who accept change are able to grow.”
Francis Paul Wilson, author
Today’s world is one of constant change. As Head of the Industrial Lubricants
Business Unit, I’ve seen this again and again in recent months. Whether it’s
new regulations governing ingredients or a wide variety of other ongoing
innovations, everything is changing faster than what we’re used to. You too

CAR LINE
13	Boxed: Car Line motor oils
in Bag-in-Box packaging

REPORT

are confronted with daily changes that directly impact your business and
your work. As the above quotation suggests, these are challenges you have
to face. Our focus as a strong partner for lubrication technology is on respon
ding to these changes so you can stay competitive and sustainable in your

14	A-Rex M9300 – Europe’s biggest
demolition excavator

work with our products and services. So it’s our goal as a strong partner to
identify trends and the changes they’ll bring early and always provide the
best possible support for our customers.

MOTOR OIL
18

Focus QTM SAE 10W/30

Once again this issue of MOTOREX Magazine showcases many results and

100 YEARS MOTOREX

of what already exists, but also to create new things by making the most

20
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of change.

INDUSTRY

As I wish you interesting reading, I am confident that in MOTOREX you’ve

22	Spindle Lube Hyperclean:
cleaner than ever thanks to Bag-in-Box

accomplishments by dedicated people striving not only to get the best out

found the right partner for all your lubrication and production engineer
ing needs.
Sincerely
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS

© fotolia.com – oneinchpunch

MOTO LINE 4-STROKE
MOTOR OILS WITH JASO MA2
Multi-plate clutches in an oil bath are common in motorcycles. Besides the
lubrication points in the engine, the motor oil also supplies the transmission
and clutch assembly. The JASO MA2 specification was created by the Japan
Lubricating Oil Society (JALOS) for reliable clutch function and precise shifting
in high-performance, high-torque motorcycles. All Moto Line four-stroke motor
cycle motor oils in their various viscosities currently hold the key JASO MA2
approval, meaning they meet the cycle manufacturers’ strict specifications.

MADE TO MEASURE:
PROFILE O-PL SAE 5W / 30
GM DEXOS 1 GEN 2 COMPLIANT
IDEAL PROTECTION AGAINST WEAR
EXCELLENT LOW-LUBRICITY
CHARACTERISTICS (FEO)
MINIMIZES THE RISK OF
PRE-IGNITION FAILURE (LSP)

for the latest GM Group gasoline and diesel en
gines. Its pioneering low-SAPS technology in com
bination with unique low-lubricity (FEO) proper
ties significantly helps reduce fuel consumption
and tailpipe emissions. In addition, Profile O-PL
SAE 5W/30 effectively reduces the risk of pre-

4

MOTOREX is expanding its range of manufac

ignition failure (LSP). Conforms with specifications:

turer-specific motor oils. High-tech low-lubricity

GM DEXOS 1 GEN 2; API SN; ILSAC GF-5; Safety +

Profile O-PL SAE 5W/30 motor oil was developed

Performance: FORD WSS-M2C946-A.

© fotolia.com – norgal

PROTECTS AND
LUBRICATES:
CABLE PROTECT SPRAY
FOR ALL CABLE ROPES
PREVENTS CORROSION
ALSO REDUCES INTERNAL WEAR
COMPATIBLE WITH CONVENTIONAL
CABLE LUBRICANTS
RAPIDLY BIODEGRADABLE

Wire ropes are exposed to heavy stresses and effects from the ele
ments. Used in cable car systems or funiculars, for example, they
require regular lubrication and touch-up lubrication in accordance
with manufacturers’ specifications, work that is mostly done by
machine. MOTOREX Cable Protect Spray is an excellent choice for
touch-up lubrication of cables and cable sections that can’t be
maintained by conventional methods. The active ingredient is prethinned in a special solvent to quickly and directly penetrate the
cable. After air-drying, a thin, highly adhesive, water-resistant pro
tective film remains. Cable Protect Spray is a universal product for
professional lubrication of all cables, whether in cable car systems,

WATCH LINE:
THE COUNTDOWN IS TICKING
MOTOREX AG has been researching, developing
and producing industrial lubricants since 1974.
Today these same machining fluids are used
to achieve top performance in a wide range
of industries worldwide. The focus is on per
formance, precision and economy. The watch
industry is the epitome of precision and innovation. There is no shortage of production
engineering challenges in machining and related
processes. MOTOREX brings all of its watch
industry know-how together in the new Watch
Line. This modular product line includes not
only pioneering machining and operating fluids
but also services designed specifically for the
industry. More information on the launch of the
Watch Line will be available soon.

cranes, winches, etc. Spray contents: 500 ml.

CLEAN ALTERNATIVE:
ASPEN D
REDUCED HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
MADE FROM OVER 90 % RENEWABLE RAW MATERIALS
POSITIVE IMPACT ON CARBON FOOTPRINT
CONTAINS NO BIODIESEL (FAME)
SIGNIFICANTLY EXTENDED STORAGE LIFE
REDUCED EXHAUST EMISSIONS
COMPLIES WITH LEADING ENGINE MANUFACTURERS’ CURRENT STANDARDS

As official ASPEN fuel importer and distribution partner for Switzerland, MOTOREX now offers a more health-compatible alternative
to conventional gas station diesel. ASPEN D was developed specifically for smaller diesel engines and is recommended for situations
where the operator and exhaust system are in close proximity, and particularly when operating diesel-powered equipment in a building,
for example. The novel ASPEN D diesel fuel is produced from over 90 % sustainable raw materials, so it also performs well in terms of
its carbon footprint. ASPEN D contains no biodiesel (FAME) and is available in 5- and 25-liter containers.
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WHAT’S NEW

© fotolia.com – A. Todorovic

MOTOREX adds FE label to its fuel economy motor oils.

 EDUCES CO2 EMISSIONS TO 1060 KG CO2
R
CUTS FUEL CONSUMPTION TO 404 LITERS
LOWERS COST TO CHF 606.–

ECONOMICAL,
LOW-CO2 DRIVING
CO2 emissions regulations for cars are set to tighten once again in 2020. Engines will
face higher expectations in terms of performance and efficiency. Engine oil is a factor
that can help meet these requirements. Already today, Swiss lubricant manufacturer
MOTOREX’s product range includes a wide selection of suitable fuel economy products
under the FE label.

Under the new regulations due to take effect in 2020,

MOTOREX has already developed a wide range of fuel

95 % of each manufacturer’s newly registered passenger

economy (FE) oils that support energy-efficient driving

cars will have to demonstrate that they meet a maxi

by reducing friction within the engine.

mum CO2 emission value of 95 g / km. The new standard
choice of oil can lead to a noticeable reduction in CO2

FOR EVERY DRIVING STYLE AND
EVERY SEASON

emissions accompanied by lower fuel consumption and

Along with the new legal situation, our driving behavior

financial savings. But energy-efficient motor oils were in

and oil change intervals are also good reasons to use FE

demand even before these legal restrictions. In response,

oils. On average, the oil in a modern passenger car is only

is a challenge for motor oil producers as well. The right

6

FUEL ECONOMY OIL DELIVERS UP TO 3 % SAVINGS

–1060 kg

–404 l

–606.–

Milage: 177,420 km*, av. consumption: 7.6 l gasoline per 100 km **, fuel price: CHF 1.50 per liter gasoline
*	11,828 km per year and car (Mobility and Transport Microcensus / Federal Office for Spatial Development) over a service life of 15 years
(Auto Recycling Switzerland) = 177,420 km average life of a vehicle
** Average consumption of newly registered cars in Switzerland between 1996 and 2016 (Federal Office of Energy)

changed every 30,000 kilometers. This means that cars

systems such as diesel particulate filters functioning

may be driven with the same lubricant two winters in a

smoothly.

row. FE oils feature lower viscosity, meaning they are
oils. Since this makes them especially effective in cold

SCIENTIFIC TESTING AND
RACE TRACK EXPERIENCE

temperatures, they can easily withstand two winters

When MOTOREX tested its FE oils using the European

without compromising efficiency. While the engine is

consumption standard tests, a few significant findings

still cold and has not yet reached the ideal operating

emerged. The greatest potential savings were achieved

temperature, for example on a short trip, the fuel sav

with FE oils of viscosities SAE 5W/20 or SAE 0W/20. The

ings are clearly discernible. Friction-reducing additives

relationship between the right motor oil and efficiency

maintain the oil’s lubricating capacity as the engine

is particularly clear on the race track, where MOTOREX

thinner and flow more easily than conventional motor

temperature rises. This is especially important in cars

has been well-established for decades. MOTOREX ap

equipped with automatic start-stop systems that are

plies this experience to achieve enhanced efficiency –

in frequent use in city traffic, where rapid engine lubri

and thus reduced fuel consumption – in normal driving

cation on restarting is essential.

as well.

REDUCED FUEL CONSUMPTION MEANS
LOWER EMISSIONS

NEW LABEL
MOTOREX has a whole range of fuel econo

All FE oils have one thing in common: using the right

my oils in its product assortment and plans

oil can reduce CO2 emissions. Keep in mind that saving

to continually expand it. Many of these are

one liter of gas leads to a 2.62 kilogram reduction in

products for specific automakers, such as VW

CO 2 . Modern FE oils improve the overall efficiency

or General Motors. Others are special long-life oils for

of the engine, which in turn contributes to reducing

extended oil change intervals, or oils for exceptionally

emissions. FE oils also help minimize wear. Despite

high fuel efficiency, such as Concept E-XL SAE 0W / 20.

their low viscosity, they display very good lubricant

For information on MOTOREX oils, the entire MOTOREX

characteristics even under heavy loads. Moreover,

product range, and recommendations for specific engines,

low ash-engine oils help keep exhaust gas treatment

please visit motorex.com. •
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INSIDE

DISCOVER

THE WORLD OF MOTOREX

The new MOTOREX.COM website is online
A good reason to try out the site for its hot-off-the-press information, user-friendly functions
and the new Oil Finder. The upgraded “user experience” means you can get straight to
the information you need with just a few clicks. In connection with the various products,
you’ll find useful tips and a wealth of knowledge from the world of lubrication. Click your
way through the site and send us your feedback – it’ll be very welcome!

8

SALES POINTS & PARTNERS

INFORMATIVE

Dealer search by range of products and services, with
interactive map (Switzerland). All national affiliates
and international sales partners can use the uniform
web presentation.

News about products, the company, appearances at trade
fairs and events, and technical expertise.

CLEARLY STRUCTURED

THE NEW OIL FINDER

Thanks to intuitive user guidance, a clear structure and
comprehensive product information (including a comments function), it takes only a few clicks to access the
products and information you need for your specific field.

With the new version of the Oil Finder, you’ll find precisely
the right lubricant for all vehicles and makes.
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© KTM Racing

POWERSPORTS

A third racer, the experienced KTM test rider Mika Kallio (FIN) #36 (middle) will join Pol Espargaro (ESP) #44 and Bradley Smith (GBR) #38
to compete in the 2018 MotoGP season. Mika displayed considerable skill as a wild-card rider in three races in 2017.

KTM MOTOGP RACING

FORWARD DRIVE
The times when KTM was a name you only heard in connection with off-road racing are
gone for good, as the company’s successful debut in the MotoGP class in 2017 proves.
But it’s particularly difficult to get a footing in the top tier. Anyone hoping to see a KTM
racer on the winners’ podium in the first season will have been disappointed. But if
they’ve seen KTM Racing’s professional approach, they’ll know nothing is going to stop
the Mattighofen team’s relentless forward drive.
10

There’s music and power in the two-in-one tailpipes that carry off
each cylinder pair's exhaust gases.

At KTM, perfect teamwork is the key to shared success.

Together with rider feedback, precision data collection is the
foundation for a perfectly tuned bike.

Rider introductions ahead of the 2017 season:
factory riders Pol Espargaro (l) and Bradley Smith.

The surprises in KTM’s MotoGP racing season began

ades of experience on all the world’s racetracks, KTM

with the choice of the two factory riders for the Red Bull

entered its first season under exceptionally difficult

KTM Factory Racing Team. Before joining KTM, Bradley

circumstances. Team engineers and technicians need

Smith and Pol Espargaro (2012 Moto2 world champion)

a wide range of figures (chassis, engine, brakes, tires)

competed successfully for three years in the Tech 3

and lap parameters to fine-tune bikes for a given GP

Yamaha satellite team. “Ideal circumstances for this

track – data that can only be collected during tests

familiarity and mutual respect to help advance the

and races. So the Japanese GP in Motegi was a first

RC16 project through some extremely challenging

for KTM in every way: apart from four brief free

times,” declared KTM team manager Mike Leitner at

training runs, the qualifying run and warm-up, the

the team introduction ahead of the 2017 season.

team had never had an opportunity to conduct test
runs at the track. The more data is available, the bet

LEADING WITH DATA

ter a bike can be tuned before the race. KTM had con

In comparison with the old, established factory teams

ducted engine tests back in 2015. These were followed

(Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki, Ducati, etc.) with their dec

by rolling chassis tests, and in 2016 Mika Kallio and
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POWERSPORTS CONTINUED

KTM at MotorLand Aragon – four riders in all put the RC16 through its paces with an eye on the coming season.

Alex Hofmann carried out an extensive series of tests

MOTOREX RACING FORMULAS

on various GP courses. These serious but brief prepa

Thanks to many years of close collaboration between KTM

rations were the foundation for KTM’s start in the

and MOTOREX, the RC16 uses a special, low-viscosity

first season.

four-stroke racing engine oil that has been designed es
pecially for duty in a racing engine. The MOTOREX Racing

FIRST THE SCREAMER, THEN THE BIG BANGER

Laboratory focused on reducing friction while ensuring

The KTM RC16 has a 990 cc four-valve V4 engine. Its

strong protection against wear. A meticulous analysis of

power is rated between 250 and 270 hp – depending

the engines after 18 events at the end of the 2017 season

on gear spreads, enough for a top speed of well over

gave proof of the racing oil’s dependability as a lubricant.

300 kph! The limited number of engines available per

ktm.com/racing/
motogp

12

rider each season is also a challenge, since it prevents

SUCCESS THROUGH TEAMWORK

overhauling of certain parts of the homologated en

Those fortunate enough to meet the KTM GP team at a

gines throughout the entire racing season. At first

customer event are immediately struck by their positive

KTM turned to high-RPM “screamer” engines with a

basic attitude. Despite enormous pressure, everyone on

high-performance crankshaft angle and ignition se

the team works hand in hand. This cohesiveness creates

quence, but the riders were never really happy with

opportunities not available to others, and an ideal basis

their power delivery. In a bold decision considering en

for all three racers to advance further in the coming sea

gine availability, KTM switched to a modified “big bang”

son. Ready to race? You bet they are! And that goes for all

crank drive/ignition sequence layout for the 4th Span

50-plus KTM team members with their unbridled forward

ish GP in Jerez. The change was promptly reflected in

drive. For KTM as rookie make, fifth place in the 2017 con

better lap times. In general, the KTM RC16’s reliability

structors’ ranking behind Honda, Ducati, Yamaha and

has been impressive.

Suzuki, but ahead of Aprilia is a great success! •

CAR LINE

20-LITER SIZE
EXTENSIVE
ASSORTMENT
SMALLER INVENTORY
INVESTMENT
 LEAN AND EASY
C
HANDLING
COMPACT STORAGE
(STACKABLE)

BOXED:

CAR LINE MOTOR OILS
Pioneering products and value-added solutions are what distinguish MOTOREX in the
automotive sector. With a focus on brand-specific products, MOTOREX now offers
an extensive motor oil assortment in perfectly sized 20-liter bags-in-boxes. The needs-
focused concept combines low storage costs with maximum flexibility.

BAG-IN-BOXSHELF
AVAILABLE
FROM
MARCH 2018

With its new bag-in-box packaging

drums on hand. However, the intelligent solution

system, MOTOREX is providing the

offered by the new MOTOREX 20-liter bag-in-box

automotive sector with an economi

containers makes all this a thing of the past. The BiB

cal solution for small volumes of

concept offers a wide range of logistical and eco

manufacturer-specific motor oils.

nomic benefits:

Illustration may deviate from the original.

• Guarantees maximum purity of contents

MOTOREX MAGAZINE 111

A SOPHISTICATED SOLUTION

• Minimal waste

Because it’s important to observe

• Clean and easy handling

automotive manufacturers’ specifi

• Built-in dispenser

cations, repair shops that don’t spe

• Space-saving storage (stackable)

cialize strictly in a single brand or

• High dispenser flow

that also service a subsidiary brand

• Good emptying

often need a wide range of different

• Excellent sustainability profile

motor oils for the various makes

(box can be folded and recycled,

and models they handle. Until now

empty bag goes in the trash)

the choice has been between the
packaging waste of small contain

Your MOTOREX partner will be glad to provide further

ers and the cost of keeping large

information. •
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REPORT

A-REX M9300

DEMOLITION WITH A BITE
·M9300·

14

“If it doesn’t exist, it can be built to meet our needs” – words to live
by for Aregger AG in Buttisholz in the Canton of Lucerne.
The innovative family business specializes in civil engineering and
construction with a focus on complex demolition projects
where timing is crucial. When it couldn’t find the ideal demolition
excavator on the market, it designed its own.

LIFE CYCLE OF A BUILDING

CONSTRUCTION

MAINTENANCE

DEMOLITION

RECYCLING

NEW CONSTRUCTION

What comes to mind when you think of demolition? The
good old wrecking ball, perhaps an excavator and a dump
truck or two? That’s how it was many years ago … Today,
not only the methods used to demolish complex struc
tures have changed, but also the legal requirements, and
especially the expectations of developers. By the time
a major building is demolished, the start of a new con
struction project is already in view.

A CHALLENGING SPECIALTY
Complex demolition demands high performance under
difficult conditions. The work has to be done in a re
stricted space with a minimum of dust, noise, vibration

© Aregger AG

and disruption of traffic, in accordance with the highest
safety standards and in compliance with environment

pected occurs – contamination, bad subsoil, flooding –

al regulations. Aregger AG specializes in rapid demo

high-performance machines can help keep the work

lition of large, sprawling structures (skyscrapers, via

on-schedule. That’s when the A-Rex comes into its own.

ducts, smokestacks, industrial buildings, etc.). At the

After much thought and investigation, the A-Rex was

start of a project, specialists draw up a detailed demo

designed in-house by Aregger AG engineers and built to

lition plan, taking every factor and all parties involved

order. “Now we can reach buildings up to 65 meters tall

into account. Heavy-duty, perfectly dimensioned ma

with the excavator arm and work twice as fast,” explains

chinery, often with custom-designed tools, bites into

Franz Muri, head of demolition for Aregger AG and father

concrete slabs up to 2.3 meters thick and steel beams

of the A-Rex. “That massively reduces the time pressure.”

up to HEB 100. Work at up to 65 meters above ground

It took three years before the enormous machine stood

or 20 meters below is nothing unusual. With the right

ready on the company’s grounds.

coordination, large volumes of concrete can be removed
per hour. A survey of potential contaminants (asbestos,

A NEW BREED CHALLENGES OLD RECORDS

PCB, PAH, etc.) is required before every demolition. These

Unlike the precisely calculable loads on cranes, for ex

materials must be removed, separated and properly dis

ample, those on demolition excavators can hardly be pre

posed of under strict precautionary measures. Mean

dicted, much less calculated. To stay on the safe side,

while the start date for the new construction project

everything on the A-Rex is oversized. The machine is

draws ever closer ...

based on a Liebherr excavator designed for 24-hour
operation in mines. But that’s the only thing standard

MORE PERFORMANCE = LESS TIME

about the A-Rex, which was re-engineered from the

It’s no surprise that high-performance equipment is a

ground up, massively reinforced and rebuilt for its in

big advantage on large-scale projects. When the unex

tended performance class.
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REPORT CONTINUED

Recycling during
demolition:
an electromagnet
gathers metal
parts from the
debris.

Every demo
lition plan
(shown here:
Messe Basel)
specifies the
hierarchy of
equipment and
logistical
structure at the
building site.

A-REX M9300 KEY FIGURES

NO ROOM FOR SLIP-UPS

• Size: 20 m long, 9 m wide, up to 70 m tall

Big is cool, but operating a machine of these dimen

• Engine: 580 kW with diesel particulate filter

sions takes plenty of experience and a steady focus.

• Operating weight: up to 300 tonnes, depending

When the operator uses Aregger’s custom-designed

on equipment

Magnum pincers (net weight: 14 t) to take a bite out

• Hydraulic adjustable chassis

of a multi-tonne concrete slab 40 meters off the

• Each track is ten meters long, two meters high

ground, he has to be able to gauge the risks. Like

and weighs 42 tonnes

smaller demolition excavators, the A-Rex is con

• Working height: up to 70 meters

trolled by just two levers. That’s why only experi

• Ground footprint: 70 square meters

enced machine operators with extensive training

• Variable base design and interchangeable attachments

are allowed to operate the A-Rex, or for that matter

• Autonomous disassembly and assembly

any of the other large equipment. Whether demol

• Eight to ten tractor-trailers required to transport

ishing a highway viaduct, a skyscraper, a 50-meter
tall steel tank at a refinery or a portion of a still-func

16

The hydraulic systems are the heart of
the A-Rex, designed
for continual heavyduty operation.

A range of accessory
attachments make
quick work of tough
demolition challenges.

tioning chemical plant, the operator’s experience and

aged for crushing, separating concrete from steel and

ability to estimate the static forces in a structure are

other materials before hauling it off. At the demolition

constantly tested.

of Messe Basel, for example, 47 dump trucks were kept
in circulation to carry off the materials, making some

UNTIRING HYDRAULIC MUSCLES

180 trips per day. Having an excavator fail on a project

A full 2000 liters of hydraulic fluid flows from the tank

of that scale would be about as much fun as a nighttime

through numerous pumps, valves, and hydraulic motors

encounter in the woods with a T-Rex. •

via several hundred meters of hoses and tubes to the
cylinders. Pump pressures can reach 350 bar. Workplace

Watch the demolition of the Baloise Park:

safety is a top priority at Aregger. That’s why besides

aregger-ag.ch

scrupulous maintenance, the company depends on

youtu.be/FD14-aeFKmk

MOTOREX quality operating fluids and lubricants. Ex
cavators play the main role in major demolition projects.
Only when the material is on the ground can it be tri
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 111
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MOTOR OIL

CUTS FUEL CONSUMPTION AND TAILPIPE EMISSIONS
FOR TIER 3 B & TIER 4 AND EURO 5 & 6 ENGINES
MEETS THE LATEST MANUFACTURERS’ SPECIFICATIONS
FLEET-READY

FOCUS QTM SAE 10W/ 30
The main preoccupation of today’s automotive industry is to save fuel and cut emissions.
The same goal applies to construction equipment and commercial vehicles. Ambitious
targets require top performance from engine designers. To help achieve these aims,
motor oil becomes a liquid engineering factor, as Focus QTM SAE 10W / 30 proves.

Ever-stricter European emission standards are obliging

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

engine and vehicle manufacturers to think years ahead,

•F
 uel economy characteristics

and technology is advancing steadily, from the latest

•E
 xcellent protection against oxidation

tweaks in engine design to exhaust gas treatment sys
tems to low-lubricity motor oils low in ash and sulfur.

extends the service life of the oil
• I ncreased service intervals (please observe
manufacturers’ specifications)

STATE-OF-THE-ART FEO FORMULA
Focus QTM SAE 10W / 30 is a low-SAPS motor oil for

•A
 nti-wear protection updated for
higher engine demands

construction machinery and heavy commercial vehi

• Suitable for Tier 3 B & 4 engines

cles. As a fuel economy oil, it boasts low viscosity for

• Suitable for EURO 5 & 6 engines

measurable fuel efficiency gains while helping achieve

•E
 xtends particulate filter regeneration intervals

ever stricter emissions targets. With a state-of-the-art

and service life

additive mix, Focus QTM SAE 10W/30 meets all new

• Ideal for all exhaust gas treatment systems

specifications (see box). •

• Meets the latest manufacturers’ specifications
•C
 an be used in small motorized equipment
thanks to API SN standard compliance

SPECIFICATIONS
ACEA E9-16, ACEA E7-16, ACEA E6-16
API CK-4, API CJ-4, API CI-4 PLUS, API CI-4, API CH-4, API SN, API SM
MB-Approval 228.51, VOLVO VDS 4.5, VDS 4, VDS 3, CNG, CUMMINS CES 20081, CES 20078, CES 20077,
DEUTZ DQC IV-10LA, CAT ECF-3, ECF-2, ECF-1a, DETROIT DIESEL DDC 93K218, MACK EO-S 4.5,
EO-O Premium Plus, EO-N
Safety + Performance
JASO DH-2, MAN M 3477, RENAULT RLD-4, RLD-3, RLD-2, IVECO 18-1804 TLS E6
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100 YEARS MOTOREX

15,000
VISITORS

OPEN DAY

MOTOREX AT ITS BEST!
Asked whether she had enjoyed the centenary celebration in June 2017, one visitor replied,
“Everything was perfect – it was MOTOREX at its best!” The weather was fine, and
MOTOREX headquarters was transformed into a great festival park. Over 15,000 guests
from near and far took the opportunity to experience MOTOREX live. A variety of
attractions, shows, exhibits and culinary delicacies kept both young and old enthralled.
In addition to artists, athletes, musicians and business partners willing to lend a hand,
it was the hard work of dedicated MOTOREX employees that made the festival a success.
MOTOREX thanks all of them for making the anniversary celebration a true feast for
the senses. Thank you all!
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INDUSTRY

5-LITER SIZE
ULTRA-PURE QUALITY
SIMPLE LOGISTICS
CLEAN APPLICATION
LESS WASTE

SPINDLE LUBE HYPERCLEAN:

CLEANER THAN EVER
THANKS TO BAG-IN-BOX!
Innovative packaging design has two main purposes: to make life easier
for consumers and to perfectly protect the contents from external
influences. The MOTOREX Bag-in-Box packaging system does all this
and more.
MOTOREX keeps a constant eye on packaging innova

with product by a specially configured machine that

tions for its products and is the first Swiss lubricant

lets absolutely no air in. This results in maximum purity

supplier to use the Bag-in-Box system for its fluids.

because the contents do not come into contact with
the surrounding air. This prevents any potential effects

22

BENEFITS IN THE BAG

of contact between the contents and dust particles, hu

Bag-in-Box packaging offers a wide range of benefits.

midity, or oxygen from the surrounding air. This brings

The bag provides one of the most important. It is filled

particular quality-enhancing benefits for microfiltered

FILTER TESTING SPINDLE LUBRICANTS
At MOTOREX, Hyperclean stands for pure quality. When a spindle is
spinning at 40,000 RPM, even the tiniest contaminant particle in the
circulating oil can have a devastating impact on its service life.

Unfiltered standard spindle oil

Conventional spindle oil 20 /18 /15

MOTOREX SPINDLE LUBE
HYPERCLEAN 15 /13 /10

Contaminated

Hyperclean

spindle oils of purity class 15 / 13 / 10 (ISO 4406). What’s

SPINDLE LUBE OILS

more, the cardboard-encased bag is never exposed to

MOTOREX Spindle Lube Oils are microfiltered HLP-D

direct light and features a built-in dispenser.

hydraulic fluids (DIN 51 524 / T2). Their guaranteed high
purity make them ideal for lubricating bearings in motor

PERFECTLY PACKAGED

and high-speed spindles. The purity class is set at 15 /

5-liter BiBs (bags-in-boxes) are an ideal packaging unit

13 / 10 under the ISO 4406 standard. These specially de

for MOTOREX’s Spindle Lube Oils (available in ISO VG 32,

veloped spindle lubricants have outstanding detergent

46 and 68 viscosities). The compact dimensions and low

and dispersant properties. They also contain sophisti

weight make handling noticeably easier. This intelligent

cated wear-reducing ingredients and boast effective

packaging offers the following benefits:

extreme pressure (EP) properties, rapid air release and

• Guarantees maximum purity of contents

top-notch anti-foaming.

• Minimal waste
• Easy to handle

Do you have questions about spindle fluids in the new

• Built-in dispenser

Bag-in-Box package? Your MOTOREX partner will be

• Secure shipping by courier or other methods

happy to provide further information. •

• Space-saving storage (stackable)
• High dispenser flow
• Excellent sustainability profile (Box is foldable and
recyclable; empty bag disposable in trash)
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SNAPSHOTS

THE 10 SNAPSHOT CHALLENGE

WINNING PHOTOS
Photos: public domain Snapshot Challenge participants

L A CE
1st P
Y ’S BIG
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ROUND BELLY
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en and Andrin
Gion (3), Jürg
in
u
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id
W
Gmeiner from
y look forward
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Va
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in
Rh
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ulin (still in
to meeting Pa
e
belly when th
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ken, now in
photo w as ta
diapers).

4th PLACE

POMMEL HOR

SE REX

Lynn Aeschlim
ann of Hindelb
ank
shows off her
skills on her po
mmel
horse Rex.
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5th PLACE

PHOTOMONTAGE WITH
THREE-WHEELER

8
bach restored this 192
Benno Stöcklin of Ricken
it
vehicle himself. Today
L-7 motorized delivery
gh
d that still runs. Althou
is the only one of its kin
or
ontage, the original col
the image is a photom
TORE X green.
is nearly identical to MO

6th PLACE

SA NDY TUNISIA

Olaf Br on st of Lu gn orr
e explored Tunisia by motor
cycle –
keeping the sand under
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wheel s and out of his
gears ...
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CROS S FIEND
Out fit and mac
hine suit the
passionate ri
Nicol as Yerlyder to a T –
Amweg (3) of
Vordemw ald
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7th PL ACE

AR JEN CLEA NS
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Checking the mail bri
Maur.
in Martin Wunderli of
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CRUISING TO LONGVA
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René Ny ffeler of Lyss
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from Madis wil
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the fun begin!
Broom in hand, let
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Thanks to all who took part in the MOTOREX Snapshot Challenge! The ten winners who

10th PLACE

FLORIN GOES
HIS OW N WAY

Lit tle Florin of Lotzw
il was
just 18 months old (ph
oto)
when he announced his
intention to become a far me
r.
All he needs now are ove
ralls
that will grow with him
...

submitted the photos printed here were notified personally. •
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PRACTICE

 LEANS AND REMOVES
C
RESINS AND GREASES
 EPELS WATER AND
R
PRESERVES
 REVENTS ADHESION
P
OF WOOD CHIPS
IMPROVES WOODWORKING
RESULTS BY ENSURING
SMOOTH SLIDING
 IGHLY TEMPERATURE
H
RESISTANT (FLASH POINT
> 100 °C)
 UBRICATES ALL
L
MOVING PARTS

A SMOOTH(ING) COMPANION

FOR WOOD

When a machine's bearing face comes into direct contact with the wood, MOTOREX
Woodslide, a colorless, silicone-free wood lubricant, has a valuable role to play. Machine
tables treated with Woodslide not only make the work easier, they also help ensure the
best possible results.
Prior to working, wood always has a porous and, on

table. MOTOREX Woodslide is applied unthinned and

close inspection, uneven surface. After sawing, sophis

always sparingly with a cloth, brush or spray. A sponge

ticated woodworking equipment gives the wood the

is extremely effective, too. It is important to apply the

desired surface, shape and functionality. This can only

lubricant as thinly and evenly as possible. Feeder de

happen if the wood is able to slide smoothly, without

vices such as rollers on planing machines must never

stuttering, across the machine’s table. To make sure it

be allowed to come into contact with wood lubricant. •

does, MOTOREX developed its Woodslide wood lubricant.
The colorless, silicone-free lubricant is very low-viscosity
and penetrating. It evens out the porous structure of the
wood, enabling it to slide smoothly while being worked.
At the same time it protects metal surfaces and compo
nents against corrosion. With a formula specially tuned
for the needs of all kinds of wood, Woodslide has no nega
tive effects on the wood during further processing (gluing,
painting, inlaying, etc.) and leaves no spots.

EASY TO USE
Especially on planing machines, there is an enormous
difference between an untreated and a treated machine

26

Less is more: Machine tables are
easy to treat with a sponge lightly
dipped in MOTOREX Woodslide.
Time required: 3 minutes!

BOX
For the third time now, Elisabeth and Urs Bläsi of
Grenchen have undertaken a pilgrimage in their
vintage vehicle. No, not a sleek convertible bearing
the prancing horse, but their passionately beloved
Bucher KT 10 rig. Beneath the Ferrari-red hood of

PILGRIMAGE ON A FERRARIRED BUCHER KT 10
this single-axle tractor built in Switzerland in 1955,
a ten-horsepower MOTOREX-lubricated engine
stands ready to accelerate the 1.4-tonne rig to 16
kph. The trip took the adventurous couple on a
4600-kilometer journey along the Camino de San
tiago pilgrimage routes in France and Spain to
Mérida, Andalusia and back. Their one-of-a-kind
vehicle drew plenty of attention – quite a bit more,
in fact, than many an Italian road rocket of the
same color! •

DID YOU KNOW THAT RIDE PTY IN PANAMA ...
MOTOREX Moto Line
and Bike Line products
are now available for
purchase in Panama.
Representatives from
the distributor, RIDE
PTY, recently visited
MOTOREX in Langenthal to have a look around for them
selves. Pedro Torres, Augusto Gutiérrez and José Miguel
Velutini (l. to r.) took the opportunity of a plant tour to dis
cover the secrets of the Swiss oil brand, known in Panama
for its commitment to international motor sports. RIDE PTY
is an official Husqvarna motorcycle dealer and is actively
involved in Panama's off-road motorcycling scene. A warm
welcome to our guests! ridepty.com •

OTTOREX
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FOR THE 7 TH
TIME, YOUR
OPINION
MEANS GOLD
TO US.
THANK YOU!
www.motorex.com

